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Preschoolers are full of "Where?" questions, and this next
book in the best-selling Little Kids First Big Book series is full
of fascinating and often surprising answers for them. This
charming reference book zeroes in on location, location,
location. More than 200 colorful photos are paired with ageappropriate text featuring answers to questions like, "Where
does the sky end?" "Where is the highest mountain?" and,
"Where was ice cream invented?" Containing several kidfriendly maps designed to expand the learning experience,
this book inspires kids to be curious, ask questions, and
explore the world around them.
Introduces the concept of opposites, including big and little,
soft and hard, and hot and cold, with colorful illustrations. On
board pages.
An exciting interactive title chock-full of adorable piglets, fuzzy
baby chicks, and other barnyard fun, brings National
Geographic Kids signature content to a sticker and activity
book format. Packed with mazes, spelling and pattern games,
drawing activities, and more, kids are sure to love these
pages loaded with fun.
Introduces coral reefs, including how they are made, where
they are in the world, and why the world's coral reefs are in
danger.
Explores the world of manatees, including their habitats,
physical characteristics, diet, behavior, and threats to their
environment.
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In this addition
to National
Geographic
Kids' super-cute series
about dogs with jobs, you'll join real-life police dog Tiger as
he protects his city and his human handlers. Good dog, Tiger!
Sometimes it takes a dog to get the job done! In this
endearing picture book, readers meet courageous canine
Tiger and follow him as he spends an exciting day with the
police in the US capital Washington D.C. Gorgeous
photography depicts brave Tiger's role as a police dog, and
simple, lyrical text lets readers journey along as Tiger visits a
police academy, trains to sniff out important items, patrols
famous landmarks, and keeps us all safe. Young readers will
fall in love with the witty tale, daring story of heroism, and
aww-worthy photographs sure to make dog-lovers of us all.
Identifies different parts of the body and what their functions
are, including eyes, ears, teeth, backbones, hands, and toes.
It's an adventure of a lifetime when Cruz Coronado sets sail
for the shores of Iceland and Norway aboard the Explorer
Academy ship to continue his studies at sea. But, things take
a turn while exploring the icy north, when he embarks on a
dangerous mission to uncover the first piece of an important
puzzle his mother left behind. In the exciting follow-up to The
Nebula Secret in the 7-book Explorer Academy series, Cruz,
Sailor, and Emmett, along with their new ally Bryndis, embark
on their first globe-trotting mission aboard the ship Orion.
Cruz jumps right back into school and starts using the latest
technology in submersible underwater dives, but is soon
reminded of the dangers of exploration when his equipment
fails and he almost drowns. Determined to keep his eyes on
the prize, Cruz sneaks away to try to find answers, but
unknowingly lures his friends into bigger trouble. When a
friend of Cruz's mom meets an untimely end, Cruz's luck
really seems about to run out and the questions multiply.
What does the message mean? Where will it lead? Who is
following him? And why? This captivating book is the sequel
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every Explorer
AcademyActivity
fan is waiting
to read!
Presents an overview of the countries of the world, explaining
how to look at a map, where people live n the Earth, and
major countries and regions.
Offers a collection of true facts about animals, food, science,
pop culture, outer space, geography, and weather.
Kids' companion to the popular National Geographic guide to
national parks of the United States"--Cover.
"Over 1,111 answers to everything"--Cover.
Learn to count from one to ten with the different animals.
With hundreds of topics ranging from silly to serious, this
book's got the information kids need in a fun and entertaining
format that will keep them digging for answers. Includes all
kinds of fascinating extra info like top ten lists, weird-but-true
facts, explorer profiles, and cool activities.
Girls will love these fun-packed pages loaded with 1,000
stickers of cute animals such as pandas, koalas, rabbits,
kittens, puppies, and much more. Perfect for road trips, plane
rides, rainy afternoons, or just to keep in the backpack for
sticker sharing with friends, kids won't be able to get enough
of these high-value, high fun-factor sticker books! Filled with
interactive games, spelling and patter activities, drawing
games, and more. Parents will love these fun books that keep
kids entertained, engaged, and learning. Forty pages of
activities and colorful nature scenes pair with 16 pages of
1,000 incredible animal stickers to bring an exciting
interactive experience with the most adorable animals on the
planet. Kids can use their stickers to add baby fish swimming
in the coral reef, to show ponies frolicking in the field, and to
match baby ducks and bunnies to their mommies. Teach
spread merges vibrant artwork with real wild animal
photographs and an array of fun and informative activities
"This book gets up close to giant pandas to learn all about
their lives, the challenges they face, and what can be done to
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help save them"-Leap into the world of Zeus the hamster and his gang of gods
as they solve the mystery of the labyrinth in the second book
in this hilarious modern-day take on Greek mythology. Our
story begins in the depths of a winding labyrinth, the domain
of a fearsome Minotaur who threatens all who live on Mount
Olympus. Can Zeus the Mighty save the day? The critters are
back and on the quest of a lifetime! Join Zeus the
overconfident hamster, Athena the wise cat, Ares the treatloving pug, Poseidon the proud pufferfish, and Demeter the
loyal grasshopper in this laugh-out-loud adventure. Welcome
to Mount Olympus, a pet supply and rescue center that sits
high atop a hill in Athens, Georgia. By day, the pets there do
what all pets do: Chew on a bone or curl up for a catnap.
Under the careful watch of their Greek history obsessed
caretaker, Artie, the pets listen in to her favorite podcast,
Greeking Out, each night. But under the cover of nightfall,
Zeus and his cohorts spring free from their cages and pursue
quests bestowed upon them by the magical all-knowing
Oracle of Wi-Fi. And once again, she has spoken: There's a
threat in Mount Olympus Pet Center, and it's going to take
guts, smarts, and strength to triumph. Join Zeus and his
friends on this rollicking romp through a winding labyrinth (the
center's duct system) and Greek mythology.
In this engaging board book, young readers will meet birds of
all colours, shapes, and sizes. Look and Learn books
introduce the subject on one spread and then show it in reallife context on the next, using simple, age-appropriate
language paired with colourful photos.
Provides maps, facts, and photographs about countries and
landforms around the world.
Describes the life of the celebrated author and activist for
people with disabilities, chronicling her achievements and the
challenges she faced along the way.
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and
the gangBooks
are on their way to Africa
when Nebula misses their intended target and someone close
to Cruz ends up on the brink of death. Secrets creep out from
the shadows and leave Cruz with more questions than
answers in this fourth title in the hit series. A major discovery
forces the Explorer Academy into the limelight in The Star
Dunes, but Cruz has much more on his mind than 15 minutes
of fame. A new face on board the ship brings Cruz's worlds
colliding, just as a major close call tears them apart. En route
to Africa, Team Cousteau is now down a major player, and
Cruz can't help but be preoccupied by the hole in his life. The
discovery of his mom's next clue leads him to the most exotic
location yet--a vast desert--with no other information to lead
the way, while an unlikely ally helps Cruz pursue another
piece of the puzzle. Just as things seem like they might turn
out alright, Dr. Fanchon Quills has a technological
breakthrough which gives Cruz a glimpse into the past and
reveals more about his future than he may really want to
know.
An in-depth guide to sharks includes information on where
they live, how they eat, the challenges they face, and whether
or not certain species pose a danger to humans.
A reference guide includes records and achievements made
by humans, animals, and nature.
Provides answers to commonly asked questions such as
"Why does my skin wrinkle in the tub?" and "Why do we see
a rainbow?"

This adorable new title from Emmy Award-winning singersongwriter (and animal lover) Parry Gripp shows us the
magical world of furry friendship and teaches young
readers to be kind to animals of all shapes and sizes.
Through adorable, uplifting photographs, and sweet, silly
text, kids will learn not only how to interact with animals,
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but also just
makes
you a good
friend for your
fuzzy, feathered, or scaly new bud. This fun book will
inspire young animal lovers to understand their perfect
new pal, giving kids lessons on being gentle with pets,
making sure to care and love them, how to be patient,
and more. Lyrical text illustrates the fun and
companionship that dogs, cats, lizards, fish, rabbits, and
all sorts of animal friends can offer. Parents and families
considering or who've just gotten a new pet will have fun
sharing and learning all about animals together. Plus,
turn each page and sing along with Parry with an original
song and music video!
Brief text and illustrations teach young children about
things that dig.
The latest installment of the New York Times best-selling
almanac features brand-new amazing animal stories,
explorer profiles, and outrageous attractions that kids
know and love, plus more of the incredible inventions,
awesome games, and fresh challenges for curious kids
who want to learn all about the world and everything
that's in it! Kids can have fun keeping up with our rapidly
changing planet with the world's best-selling almanac for
kids, packed with incredible photos, tons of fun facts,
crafts, activities, and fascinating features about animals,
science, nature, technology, conservation, and more.
There's a whole chapter full of fun and games, including
activities, jokes, and comics. Practical reference
material, including fast facts and maps of every country,
has been fully updated. Homework help on key topics is
sprinkled throughout the book.
Documents a year's worth of culinary exploration and
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for each month of the
year as well as advice for healthy eating, suggestions for
food-themed activities, and advice on hosting special
occasions.
Weird But True! is going prehistoric! This new addition to
the wildly popular, mind-blowing, fact-packed series is
taking on the jaws and claws that ruled the Mesozoic
world. Calling all dino dynamos! Get ready to devour
wacky wonders, facts, stats, and trivia about all things
dinosaur. Did you know that the T. rex had vision 13
times better than the average human's? Or that people
collect fossilized dino poop? And get this: There's a
dinosaur named after Hogwarts--Harry Potter's wizarding
school! Get ready to meet dinosaurs with horns and
feathers, razor-sharp claws and gigantic teeth. You'll
encounter the places they lived, the bizarre art they
inspired, and the amazing paleontologists who
discovered them.
Pictures and vocabulary present sets for you to choose
ones that are alike.
An exciting interactive title chock-full of colorful toucans,
jaguars, jumping tree frogs, and swinging monkeys,
brings National Geographic Kids signature content to a
sticker and activity book format. Packed with mazes,
spelling and pattern games, drawing activities, and more,
kids are sure to love these pages loaded with fun.
Kids will love these fun-packed pages loaded with 1,000
stickers of cool animals such as lizards, sharks, tigers,
and creepy crawlers. Perfect for road trips, plane rides,
rainy afternoons, or just to keep in the backpack for
sticker sharing with friends, kids won't be able to get
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enough ofNg
these
high-value,
high-fun-factor
sticker
books! Packed with interactive games, spelling and
pattern activities, drawing games, and more, parents will
love these fun books that keep kids entertained,
engaged, and learning. Forty pages of activities pair with
16 pages of 1,000 incredible animal stickers to bring kids
an exciting, interactive experience with the coolest
animals on the planet. Kids can use their stickers to add
little fish prey for the great white shark's lunch, to show
orangutans swinging from trees, and to camouflage
cheetahs in the savanna. Each spread merges vibrant
artwork with real wild animal photographs and an array
of fun and informative activities.
This high-interest, educationally vetted series of National
Geographic Pre-Readers uses visual representation,
repetition and recognition to teach kids the most basic
building blocks of reading. Simultaneous.
National Geographic Kids is renowned for photos, facts,
fun, and sparking the imagination and creativity of every
young reader. Who better then to produce a craft book
on animals around the world that engages readers and
makes them part of the creative experience with a host
of games, activities, trivia, and crafts? This book brings
all the expertise of the National Geographic Society into
the craft book market. The Animal Creativity Book is the
perfect gift for any parent wanting to foster creativity and
imagination, all the while educating their kids with
fascinating information from the world's leading source of
animal facts and fun. The book is chock-full of stencils,
stickers, pull-outs, games, trivia, puzzles, and cut-outs
for animal lovers to enjoy. A combination of fun and
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funky design,
combined
with National
Geographic's
world-famous photography, this interactive book is a sure
hit.
"Story about an aid dog, for children"-The mystery deepens and the action intensifies for
12-year-old Cruz Coronado and friends in the exciting
third book in the Explorer Academy series. The
adventure continues for Cruz, Emmett, Sailor, and
Bryndis as they continue their studies at sea and travel
to exotic locations around the world. A mysterious
person alerts Cruz to impending danger while he and a
few trusted pals explore ancient ruins in Petra, Jordan,
and search for another piece of the puzzle his mother left
behind. Worst of all, now his father has gone missing,
which prompts Aunt Marisol, his number one protector,
to leave the ship in search of him. Who is the new
professor who takes her place? How does the new
technology he introduces help or hurt Cruz's quest? Why
is Nebula determined to stop Cruz before he turns 13?
The clock is ticking as his first teen birthday draws near
... a milestone that will change his life forever, one way
or another.
It's the 10th anniversary of the world's best-selling
almanac for kids! This year the Almanac features all-new
content, interviews with explorers in each chapter, a
special look at what was going on in the world when the
first National Geographic Kids Almanac came out 10
years ago, plus the results of the 2019 Almanac
Challenge and a new Challenge for kids who want to get
involved with helping our planet. Kids can have fun
keeping up with our quickly changing world with the New
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York Times
almanac,
packed with incredible
photos, tons of fun facts, crafts, activities, and fascinating
features about animals, science, nature, technology,
conservation, and more. There's a whole chapter full of
fun and games, including activities, jokes, and comics.
Practical reference material, including fast facts and
maps of every country, has been fully updated.
Homework help on key topics is sprinkled throughout the
book.
In this fun, fascinating and full-color guide, the fanfavorite heroes of Big Hero 6 introduce young readers to
the most fascinating, unusual and downright mindboggling concepts from science, technology, engineering
and math – and of the critical thinking skills they’ll need
to become super-brain superheroes in their own right!
Jam-packed with answers to hundreds of fascinating
“why” questions that are sure to keep kids turning pages
for hours, this book leverages the STEM backgrounds of
the Big Hero 6 characters to make every question and
concept relevant to today’s kids. They’ll learn why
robots will soon develop AI (whether we want them to or
not), why our fingertips wrinkle when they get wet, why
the sun is able to eject solar flares into space when
there’s no oxygen to feed them, why water sometimes
runs uphill, and much, much more. While there are other
books for children that try to answer the question
“why?,” the Big Hero 6 Super-Brain Science Book of
Why is the only one completely devoted to STEM topics,
which are a huge focus of children’s education today.
What’s more, this book also introduces kids to the
concept of “critical thinking,” with sidebars and callouts
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to understand how the
scientists arrived at the conclusions to these STEMbased questions. With publication timed to coincide with
the second season of this hit Disney cartoon, this book
will help keep young kids educated and entertained year
round.
A child friendly guide to the essentials of photography.
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